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Abstract: A pump as turbine (PAT) can be a cost-effective and versatile solution to recover energy
in several fields of application. However, its optimal exploitation requires a reliable and general
methodology for selecting the optimal turbomachine. To this purpose, this paper presents and
validates a comprehensive methodology that identifies the best turbomachine (i.e., the one that
maximizes the recovered energy) by considering two hydraulic sites and forty-five PATs. In both sites,
the methodology correctly identifies the best PAT, which allows for the recovery of up to 45% of the
available hydraulic energy. To further investigate PAT potential, an additional layout of installation,
which comprises two PATs installed in parallel, is also considered. The operation of both PATs is
optimally scheduled to maximize energy recovery. As a result, the energy recovered by the best pair
of PATs is almost 50% of the available hydraulic energy. An in-depth analysis about PAT operation
(i.e., operating range, causes of wasted energy, timeframe of operation and PAT efficiency) reveals
that the installation of two PATs is actually recommended in just one of the two considered sites.

Keywords: energy recovery; pump as turbine; renewable energy; selection; operation

1. Introduction

In the last few years, the pump as turbine (PAT), i.e., a pump running in reverse mode,
is gaining more and more attention in the literature, since it is a sustainable solution to
recover energy in both industrialized and developing countries [1].

Thanks to their versatility, PATs are a suitable technology for several fields of appli-
cation. In fact, they can be employed to replace conventional turbines in small-, micro-
and pico-hydropower plants [2], since pumps are easier to maintain and retrieve [3]. In
addition, a PAT is also significantly cheaper than a hydraulic turbine of comparable size,
and the payback period is lower (estimated to be from 6 to 9 years, according to [4,5]).

In water transmission and distribution networks, PATs can be used to replace pressure
reducing valves (PRVs) to reduce pressure by simultaneously reducing leakages and
recovering exceeding energy that, instead, would be dissipated [6]. In fact, both recovered
energy and leakage reduction may be noteworthy. For example, thanks to the installation
of a PAT, the recovered energy was in the range from 32 MWh/year to 153 MW/year in
studies [7–9], and annual leakages were decreased by 21% in [7].

PATs are also suitable for urban areas, e.g., neighborhoods [10], domestic water
cycles [11] and low-temperature district heating networks [12], as well as for industrial sec-
tors, e.g., irrigation and the mining and food industries [3]. For example, García et al. [13]
investigated a hybrid system composed of one PAT and photovoltaic panels installed in
a farm irrigation network, while Ji et al. [14] exploited a pump used in reverse mode in a
demineralized water treatment system.

PATs are also a viable solution for storage purposes, as demonstrated in Wang et al. [15]
in which a low-head pumped hydro energy storage exploits an axial-flow PAT.
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Despite the aforementioned advantages, the actual effectiveness of exploiting PATs
is usually limited by the fact that the selection of the optimal turbomachine is still a
complex and challenging task [16,17]. The selection of an improper PAT leads to dramatic
consequences, as proved by Venturini et al. [8] who analyzed different PAT–site matches.
In fact, the best PAT recovered 40% of site hydraulic energy, while the energy recovery by
means of the second-best and third-best PATs was equal to 19% and 3%, respectively. Finally,
the energy production by means of the fourth PAT was null. This paper will quantitatively
assess the effect of an improper PAT–site matching both for a single PAT and a pair of PATs.
In fact, only the installation of the best PAT allows for the pursuit of two relevant targets
set by the EU [18], i.e., sustainability and efficiency improvement.

The interest in this research field is proven by the following recent studies, which are
aimed at developing methodologies for the selection of an optimal PAT as a function of the
characteristics of a given hydraulic site.

Balacco et al. [16] developed a tool that guides the selection of the optimal PAT through
three steps. First, site characteristics are defined, and the average of daily water demand
is assumed to be the best efficiency point (BEP) of the PAT. Then, the required pump
is identified based on its BEP, which is estimated by means of empirical equations. Fi-
nally, PAT characteristic curves should be employed to assess the actual energy recovery.
The methodology proposed in Stefanizzi et al. [19] was aimed at selecting the optimal
pump from commercial catalogues by means of the PAT’s specific speed, which can be
calculated by using site characteristics (i.e., mean flow rate and mean head). Novara and
McNabola [20] discretized the hydraulic site domain in which each flow rate and head
coordinate corresponds to the BEP of an ideal PAT. The characteristic curve of each ideal
PAT is derived at a given rotational speed. For each ideal PAT, the expected yearly energy
yield and payback time are calculated by using empirical equations available in the liter-
ature. The approach proposed by Pugliese and Giugni [21] provided the main features
(i.e., BEP, impeller diameter and rotational speed) of the optimal PAT by assuming that
it is operated with speed control. Marini et al. [17] developed a software that designs
the optimal PAT suitable for three control strategies, i.e., hydraulic regulation, electric
regulation and coupled hydraulic/electric regulation. Dimensionless energy is used to de-
termine the optimal PAT in terms of recovered energy and costs. Nasir et al. [22] employed
statistical models and Pearson correlation coefficients to grasp the relationship between
site and optimal PAT. The methodology proposed in Barbarelli et al. [23] assumed that
a PAT’s BEP corresponds to the mean flow rate and head of the site. Kostner et al. [24]
identified the ideal PAT by assuming that each flow rate of the water distribution network
is the flow rate at BEP of the optimal turbomachine. Then, the pressure head is calculated
by using empirical equations, and the PAT’s BEP is transformed into the corresponding
value in pump mode. Fernández García et al. [25] proposed novel indicators to estimate
the recoverable energy by also assessing leakage reduction and water cost savings. Then,
the payback period was estimated. In [26], Fernández García and Mc Nabola proposed
an optimization methodology that provided the optimal number and location of PATs at
each node of a water distribution network. A limitation of the methodology acknowl-
edged by the authors is that the methodology is not suitable for complex looped networks
because of the required computational time. Pérez-Sánchez et al. [27] performed PAT
selection by means of the simulated annealing algorithm. Such a tool was also exploited in
Garcia et al. [28]. Chacón et al. [29] developed an advanced statistical methodology to
predict monthly flow fluctuations, which was used to estimate the PAT’s working frequency
at BEP. The PAT’s optimal power was determined by minimizing the PAT’s payback period.
Finally, Pérez-Sánchez et al. [30] presented a novel strategy to optimize the recovered en-
ergy by using a best efficiency line, i.e., the line that connects the BEPs given the rotational
speed and flow.

Despite the considerable number of studies dealing with the selection of the optimal
PAT, none of them proved to be an indisputable benchmark to follow [19]. Indeed, in most
cases, they are difficult to replicate at a different site. In addition, most methodologies
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derive the PAT characteristic curves by means of an empirical correlation by introducing
errors in the estimation of PAT performance [19] and energy recovery, accordingly.

This gap is filled by the current paper, which is aimed at (i) validating the selection
methodology developed in Manservigi et al. [31] and (ii) assessing the potential of exploit-
ing PATs for energy recovery. To these purposes, two installation layouts are investigated.
The former comprises one PAT, while the latter accounts for two PATs installed in parallel.
A bypass line is also included in both layouts. In the case that a pair of PATs is installed,
the optimal operation of each turbomachine is scheduled to maximize recovered energy.
The causes of wasted energy are also discussed. The PAT’s operation is managed according
to throttle or bypass control.

Finally, it has to be highlighted that this paper investigates the PAT’s capability under
an energy point of view, whereas economic evaluations are out of this paper’s purposes.

The novelty of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• Validation of the methodology proposed in Manservigi et al. [31]. The validation is
performed by means of two sites that differ in both flow rate and head characteristics
by strengthening the general validity of the proposed methodology;

• Validation by means of the experimental characteristic curves of a fleet of forty-five
PATs so that the recovered energy is calculated by exploiting the entire operating range
of each turbomachine. Thus, this paper differs from state-of-the-art studies, which
usually present the validation of the respective methodologies by means of predicted
PAT characteristic curves;

• Operation of each pair of PATs is finely scheduled to maximize the recovered energy
(15 min step time). Instead, some studies assume that each PAT continuously operates
over a longer time slot (e.g., night or day).

It has to be highlighted that the results of this paper demonstrate the PAT’s potential
in terms of both sustainability and efficiency improvement. In fact, PATs are a sustainable
solution to recover hydraulic energy that, in some cases, would be unexploited. Moreover,
as demonstrated in the literature, PATs dissipate exceeding pressure by simultaneously
reducing leakages. In addition, as quantitatively demonstrated in this paper in the Re-
sults Section, (i) identifying the best PAT, (ii) scheduling the optimal operation of each
turbomachine and (iii) analyzing the causes of energy waste help to improve the PAT’s
efficiency.

This paper is structured as follows. First, the methodology for PAT selection and the
rationale of the control strategy are described. Then, the case study is presented by defining
the hydraulic sites, the considered PATs and the installation layouts. Then, the results are
discussed by both validating the selection methodology and focusing on the operation of
the best PATs (single PAT or pair of PATs). Finally, conclusions are drawn.

2. PAT Selection and Control
2.1. PAT Selection

In this paper, the best PAT (i.e., the one that maximizes the recovered energy) to install
in a given site is selected by means of the methodology developed by Manservigi et al. [31],
which is sketched in Figure 1.

The PAT selection methodology requires three inputs, i.e., (i) maximum flow rate
(Qmax) and maximum head of the site (Hmax); (ii) mean flow rate (Qmean) and mean head
of the site; and (iii) a fleet of pumps, among which the optimal PAT can be selected. For
each pump of the fleet (i.e., NP in total), the flow rate and head at BEP (QBEP,P, HBEP,P) are
known, since they can be derived from pump catalogues or experimental data.

First, for each PAT, the runaway condition, i.e., at the minimum flow rate, is calculated
to filter out those PATs that are not suitable for the site under analysis. To this purpose,
Manservigi et al. [31] derived Equations (1) and (2), which calculate the minimum flow rate
of the PAT (Qr,T) and the minimum head of the PAT (Hr,T) based on the BEP values of some
PATs running in pump mode (i.e., QBEP,P and HBEP,P).
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Figure 1. PAT selection methodology.

It has to be mentioned that (i) Equations (1) and (2) can be applied when the pump’s
BEP is in the range from 3 L/s to 130 L/s and from 1 m to 57 m; (ii) the PAT runaway
condition and pump’s BEP refer to the same rotational speed; and (iii) the flow rates in
Equation (1) are expressed in L/s.

Qr,t = 0.5856 × QBEP,P + 2.0815 (1)

Hr,t = 0.9710 × HBEP,P − 0.9877 (2)

By assuming that a PAT operates at a constant rotational speed, the PATs of which
the runaway condition exceeds the maximum flow rate or maximum head of the site are
filtered out, since the recovered energy (Erec) would be null.

Then, PAT selection is performed by calculating the PAT–site index (PSI), which is
defined as in Equation (3) [31]:

PSI =
√
(Qratio − Qref)

2 + (Hratio − Href)
2 (3)

where Qratio is the ratio of QBEP,P to the mean flow rate of the site (Qmean). Similarly, Hratio
is the ratio of HBEP,P to the mean head of the site (Hmean).

In Equation (3), Qref and Href are the reference flow rate and reference head, respec-
tively. Qref is equal to 1.00, while Href is equal to 0.95. Such reference values were derived
in Manservigi et al. [31] by using the sixteen PAT–site matches considered in [8]. In [8], the
Qref of the best PAT–site matches was close to 1, while the Href of the best PAT–site matches
was in the range from 0.5 to 1.4 with a mean value of 0.95.

The best PAT is the one that minimizes the PSI, since it is the closest to the reference
condition.
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2.2. PAT Control

For PAT control, throttle or bypass control [32], also known in the literature as “hy-
draulic regulation” [17] or “mechanical regulation” ([33]), can be employed. In this paper,
the PAT’s rotational speed is kept constant over time.

In water distribution networks, such a control entails that one PAT is installed in series
with one PRV that regulates the head (Figure 2a). In addition, the presence of both a bypass
line [34,35] and a three-way valve is also required.
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At each time step, both the flow rate and head must be adjusted by identifying three
different scenarios (Figure 2b).

In the first scenario (e.g., point A in Figure 2b), the site flow rate is lower than the
PAT’s flow rate at runaway condition (Qr,T). Thus, the entire flow rate passes through the
bypass line, the PAT does not run, and consequently, the recovered energy is null.

The second scenario occurs when, for a given site flow rate, the PAT’s head (HPAT) is
lower than the head of the site [32], e.g., point B in Figure 2b. In this case, a throttle control
is used [32], and the exceeding head of the site is dissipated. The unexploited head (∆Hun)
is the difference between the head of the site and the PAT’s head (Equation (4)), while the
PAT swallows for the entire flow rate made available by the hydraulic site. Due to throttle
control, part of the hydraulic energy is unexploited (Eun,TC) (Equation (4)).

If HPAT ≤ Hsite then


∆Hun = Hsite − HPAT

QPAT = Qsite
Eun,TC = (ρ × g × ∆Hun × Qsite)× ∆t

(4)

The third scenario occurs when, for a given site flow rate, the PAT’s head HPAT is
higher than Hsite, e.g., point C in Figure 2b. In such a case, a bypass control is performed:
the PAT operates at the head of the site, and the exceeding flow rate is delivered through
the bypass line. Thus, a part of the flow rate fraction is unexploited (∆Qun) by wasting the
hydraulic energy Eun,BC (see Equation (5)).

if HPAT > Hsite then


∆Qun = Qsite − QPAT

HPAT = Hsite
Eun,BC = (ρ × g × Hsite × ∆Qun)× ∆t

(5)
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In throttle and bypass control, the recovered power (Prec) is calculated by using the
PAT’s power characteristic curve, which can be derived experimentally (as performed in
this paper) or by applying one of the methodologies available in the literature. To this
purpose, different approaches can be exploited, e.g., physics-based approaches (e.g., [36,37]),
empirical models (e.g., [23,38,39]), black box models (e.g., [40,41]), CFD models (e.g., [39,42])
and entropy production analysis (e.g., [43]).

Then, the recovered energy Erec can be estimated according to Equation (6).

Erec = ∑ Prec∆t (6)

3. Case Study

In this paper, several PAT–site matches are analyzed by considering two sites and a
fleet of forty-five PATs.

3.1. Sites

Two sites are simulated to mimic the experimental water distribution networks re-
ported in [8]. The simulated sites, namely Site #1 and Site #2, are obtained by using the
following procedure.

First, a second-order polynomial function interpolates experimental Q and H mea-
surements to grasp the characteristic curve of the experimental site. Second, both Q and H
noisy values are randomly generated within a range of which the bounds are equal to the
standard deviation of the experimental site. Thus, each simulated Q value is obtained as the
sum of an experimental and a noisy value. Then, the simulated Q feeds the characteristic
curve of the experimental site, and an H noisy value is added. As a result, the simulated H
is obtained.

As in [8], each simulated site covers one year of operation, and time granularity (i.e.,
∆t in Equations (4)–(6)) is equal to 15 min. Thus, each site accounts for 35,040 data points.
All data are used to calculate the energy recovered by each PAT and, thus, validate the
selection methodology.

The features of Site #1 and Site #2 are summarized in Table 1. Site #1 covers a broader
range of Q, since the mean flow rate and maximum flow rate are approximately equal to
117 L/s and 303 L/s (Table 1), respectively. Instead, at Site #2, the flow rate is lower than
75 L/s. Conversely, Site #2 covers a higher range of head drop, since its maximum value is
approximately equal to 66 m, i.e., roughly four-times higher than that of Site #1.

Table 1. Features of Site #1 and Site #2.

Qmean [L/s] Qmax [L/s] Hmean [m] Hmax [m] Esite [MWh/Year]

Site #1 117 303 12 16 115
Site #2 28 75 46 66 101

As a result, the total hydraulic energy of the two sites (Esite) is roughly equal to
115 MWh/year (Site #1) and 101 MWh/year (Site #2); Esite is calculated as the sum of the
hydraulic energy of each site data, i.e., 0.25·ρ·g·Q·H. The coefficient 0.25 accounts for time
granularity that is equal to 15 min.

Site #1 and Site #2 exhibit a similar behavior over time (Figure 3). In fact, in both
cases, the flow rate is minimum in the first hours of the day (i.e., slot 00:00–04:00), tends to
increase especially from 04:00 to 08:00 and, finally, significantly decreases in the last hours
of the day (i.e., slot 20:00–24:00). Conversely, head drop exhibits a decreasing trend from
08:00 to 16:00. Such overall behavior correctly reflects typical water demand values [32].
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3.2. Pumps as Turbines

In this paper, forty-five centrifugal PATs of which the performance curves were re-
ported in [23,34,38,44,45] are hypothetically installed at Sites #1 and #2.

Such turbomachines are employed since (i) their experimental characteristic curves
are available (i.e., energy recovery is realistically evaluated); and (ii) each turbomachine
operates at the same rotational speed in both direct and reverse modes (see Equations (1)
and (2)). The forty-five PATs represent a heterogeneous fleet of turbomachines in terms of
both geometric characteristics and operating conditions (see Figure 4 and Appendix A). In
fact, the nominal impeller diameter D is in the range from 125 mm to 400 mm, while the
rotational speed ranges from 600 rpm to 2700 rpm. As shown in the Appendix A, some of
the considered datasets refer to the same PAT, operated at different rotational speeds.

As a result, a broad operating range is guaranteed (Figure 4). The minimum flow rate
is approximately 3 L/s, while the maximum value is 110 L/s. Instead, the head drop varies
from 1 m to 152 m. In general, the maximum power is lower than 20 kW with the exception
of three PATs that exceed 30 kW. Finally, the efficiency ranges from 0.6% to 87.2%.

3.3. Layout of Installation

In this paper, two layouts of installation are investigated.
The first layout comprises one PAT and one bypass line, as previously shown in

Figure 2a, in order to validate the methodology that selects the best PAT. Thanks to this
layout, both installation and control costs are minimized [31].

The second layout includes two PATs installed in parallel (Figure 5). It must be noted
that only one PAT at a time is allowed to operate. To identify the PAT that actually operates,
Equations (4)–(6) are applied to both PATs. For any given time step, the PAT that operates
is the one that maximizes the recovered energy, while the unexploited flow rate (if any) is
swallowed through the bypass line.
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4. Results

This Section addresses two goals.
Section 4.1 analyzes the installation of one PAT only (Figure 2a). First, the methodology

described in Section 2 is challenged at identifying the best PAT, and the recovered energy is
calculated for both sites. Finally, an in-depth analysis of optimal PAT operation is provided.

Section 4.2 instead investigates the installation of two PATs in parallel (Figure 5) to
evaluate the increase in recovered energy with respect to the previous layout. To this aim,
for each site, the energy recovered by means of all pairs of PATs (i.e., nine hundred ninety
combinations) is calculated in order to identify the best pair of PATs.

The operation of the best PAT and best pair of PATs is discussed by analyzing (i) the
range of operation of each turbomachine, (ii) the main causes of wasted energy, (iii) the
time frame during which each PAT operates and (iv) the PAT’s efficiency.

The rate of wasted energy due to throttle or bypass control depends on the unexploited
energy calculated as in Equations (4) and (5). Thus, the rate of wasted energy is calculated
as in Equations (7) and (8).

Ewasted,TC =
∑ Eun,TC

Esite
(7)

Ewasted,BC =
∑ Eun,BC

Esite
(8)

4.1. Single PAT
4.1.1. PAT Selection

As can be grasped from Figures 6a and 7a, the methodology described in Section 2
correctly identifies the best PAT for both sites. In fact, for Site #1 (Figure 6), twelve out of
forty-five PATs were correctly filtered out, since the minimum calculated head (i.e., Hr,T)
was higher than the maximum head of the site, meaning that the recovered energy would
have been null (Figure 6b).
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Figure 6. Recovered energy vs. PSI (a); energy recovered by each PAT (b) (Site #1).

As outlined in Figure 6a, the recovered energy tends to decrease with increasing PSI.
The lowest PSI (i.e., 0.46) correctly identifies the best PAT, i.e., PAT #40, which is by far the
best solution for Site #1. In fact, PAT #40 recovers 51 MWh over one year of operation, i.e.,
approximately 45% of the hydraulic energy of the site (Table 2). Instead, the second-best
(PAT #39) and the third-best (PAT #36) solutions allow for the recovery of 28% and 22% of
the hydraulic energy of the site, respectively.
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Table 2. Recovered energy by means of the best PAT.

Best PAT Erec [kWh] Erec/Esite [%]

Site #1 #40 51,341 44.8%
Site #2 #30 40,575 40.3%

For Site #2 (Figure 7), the methodology described in Section 2 preliminarily filtered
out only PAT #45 of which the recovered energy is actually null.

As in Figure 6a, the recovered energy exhibits a decreasing trend with increasing PSI
(Figure 7a). The minimum PSI is equal to 0.52. This allows for the correct identification
of the best PAT, i.e., PAT #30, which produces 41 MWh over one year of operation. As a
result, roughly 40% of the energy is recovered (Table 1). Thus, the results obtained for both
Site #1 and Site #2 validate the methodology proposed by Manservigi et al. [31], since the
minimum PSI correctly identifies the best PAT at both sites.

4.1.2. PAT Operation

The operation of the best PAT is discussed in the following to grasp recommendations
to further increase energy recovery.

At Site #1, PAT #40 operates between 37.7 L/s and 89.5 L/s (red symbols in Figure 8a),
while the head varies from 5.6 m to 14.8 m. PAT #40 recovers only 44.8% of the available
energy (Figure 8b). This is mainly due to the bypass control, which wastes 47.9% of the
energy, while the throttle control wastes only 4.9% of the site energy.

Finally, only a small amount of energy (i.e., 2.4%) is not recovered because the PAT
does not operate (i.e., the flow rate is below the runaway condition). In more detail, PAT #40
does not operate, mainly during nighttime, because of low flow rates. Starting from 04:00,
the PAT’s operation significantly increases and is constant up to 20:00. Then, it decreases
again (Figure 8c). The analysis, as shown in Figure 8d, reveals that the PAT’s efficiency is
usually higher than 80%.

In conclusion, these findings clearly outline that PAT #40 is a suitable turbomachine
for Site #1. However, the recovered energy is relatively low because of the energy wasted
due to the bypass control, which, according to Figure 8b, is the largest source of loss.

At Site #2, PAT #30 does not operate when the site flow rate and head are lower than
the runaway condition (Figure 9a), which wastes 6.3% of the energy (Figure 9b).
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Figure 9. Operation of PAT #37 (a); share of recovered and wasted energy at Site #2 (b); share of PAT’s
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As mentioned for Site #1, such a scenario mainly occurs during nighttime (Figure 9c).
Most of the energy is wasted because of both throttle and bypass controls, which waste
44.0% and 9.4% of the energy, respectively. As a result, 40.3% of the energy is recovered.

Finally, Figure 9d outlines that the PAT efficiency is null (i.e., PAT #30 does not operate)
in 16.5% of cases, while ηPAT varies from 3.5% to 71.8% (i.e., the BEP). Although, in this
paper, PAT #30 is allowed to explore its entire range of operation, ηPAT is in the range from
71% to 71.8% in 30.5% of cases.

In conclusion, PAT #30 is a suitable turbomachine for Site #2. However, a second PAT
installed in parallel is expected to significantly increase the rate of recovered energy, mainly
by reducing the amount of energy wasted because of throttle control.

4.2. Pair of PATs in Parallel

The analysis of all PAT combinations highlights two main findings.
First, as shown in Figure 10, the exploitation of two PATs, if not properly selected, is

not always advantageous with respect to the use of just one “optimal” PAT.
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In other words, there are several pairs of PATs that allow for the recovery of less energy
than a single PAT. This outcome is demonstrated at both sites.

Such a result proves that a pair of PATs must be properly selected to guarantee an
actual gain of energy recovery with respect to a single PAT.

Second, for both sites, the best pair of PATs comprises the “best single” PAT. In fact,
for Site #1, the best pair is composed of PATs #40 and #36, while PATs #30 and #17 are the
best options for Site #2 (Table 3).

Table 3. Recovered energy by means of the best pair of PATs.

Best Pair of PAT Erec [kWh] Erec/Esite [%]

Site #1 #40, #36 53,695 46.9%
Site #2 #30, #17 49,605 49.3%

At Site #1, the best pair of PATs (i.e., PATs #40–#36) only slightly increases the rate
of recovered energy with respect to PAT #40 by passing from 44.8% (Table 2) to 46.9%
(Table 3). However, it should be observed that the energy recovered by the other four
pairs of PATs (i.e., PATs #40–#28, PATs #40–#29, PATs #40–#32, PATs #40–#33 (Figure 10a))
is higher than 46.0%. This outcome can be explained by the fact that PAT #40 optimally
fits the characteristics of Site #1, while the second PAT mainly operates at low flow rates
(Figure 11a). When the site flow rate is lower than 28.1 L/s, both PATs do not operate,
which wastes only 1.2% of the energy (Figure 11b). PAT #36 also reduces the amount of
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energy lost due to throttle control, which passes from 4.9% (Figure 8b) to 2.5% (Figure 11b).
Conversely, the energy wasted because of bypass control increases up to 49.4% (Figure 11b).
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Figure 11. Operation of PATs #40 and #36 (a); share of recovered and wasted energy at Site #1 (b);
share of PAT’s operation (PATs #40 and #36) (c); efficiency of PATs #40 and #36 (d).

By analyzing the time of operation (Figure 11c), it is clear that PAT #40 mainly runs
during daytime. Instead, the share of operation of both PATs is almost the same from 00:00
to 04:00.

Finally, PAT #40 frequently runs close to its BEP, while PAT #36 reaches its BEP only
2.4% of the time (Figure 11d). However, it has to be mentioned that PAT #36 is only
occasionally exploited.

Thus, based on these comments, the benefits of installing two PATs are limited.
At Site #2, the exploitation of two PATs is extremely favorable from an energy point

of view. In fact, the recovered energy increases from 40.3% (i.e., PAT #30 only) to 49.3%
(i.e., best pair of PATs). The best pair of PATs (i.e., PATs #30–#17) is by far the best solution,
since the second-best alternative is represented by PATs #30–#6, which recover 46.7% of the
energy. The relevant increase in recovered energy is mainly due to the optimal management
of both PATs. First, PAT #17 mainly operates at low flow rates since its runaway condition
occurs at a lower flow rate than that of PAT #30 (Figure 12a). As a result, only 1.2% of the
site energy is lost (Figure 12b). Instead, PAT #30 maximizes the energy recovered at high
flow rates. The throttle control dissipates most of the hydraulic energy (29.4%), followed
by the bypass control (20.1%) (Figure 12b). This result is in agreement with the range of
operation of PAT #17 (Figure 12a).
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An in-depth analysis of PAT operation reveals that PAT #17 mainly operates during
nighttime (Figure 12c). For example, PAT #17 operates at midnight 68.8% of the time.
The frequency of PAT #17 operation decreases over time, and then, it increases again.
Conversely, PAT #30 mainly runs during daytime, especially at 16:30, at which it operates
in 82.7% of cases (Figure 12c).

As can be grasped from Figure 12d, PAT #30 works more frequently than PAT #17
since it operates 44.3% of the year (see Figure 12d), while PAT #17 runs 39.2% of the year.
In addition, although it cannot be clearly observed in Figures 9d and 12d, PAT #30 works
more efficiently, since PAT #17 tends to operate when the efficiency of PAT #30 is lower
than 40%. Finally, both PATs usually operate close to their BEPs, which are approximately
equal to 72% (Figure 12d).

Based on these comments, the installation of two PATs working in parallel is highly
recommend from the point of view of energy recovery, since for this hydraulic site, they are
complementary.

5. Conclusions

A pump as turbine (PAT) is a cost-effective and versatile solution to recover hydraulic
energy in several fields of application. However, its installation is generally limited by the
fact that a reliable methodology aimed at selecting the best PAT, i.e., the one that maximizes
the recovered energy, is still not consolidated in the literature.

This paper presented a methodology, previously developed by the same authors,
aimed at selecting the best PAT that, in parallel with a bypass line, can accomplish either
throttle or bypass control.

The methodology comprises two steps. First, the runaway condition has to be identi-
fied to filter out the PATs that are not suitable for a given hydraulic site. Then, the lowest
PAT–site index (PSI) is used to identify the best PAT.
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First, this paper validated such a methodology by means of two hydraulic sites and a
fleet of forty-five heterogeneous PATs of which the experimental performance curves were
available in the literature. At both sites, energy recovery increased by lowering the PSI, and
the best PAT was correctly identified. Thus, the methodology proved to be fully reliable.

Over one year of operation, the best PAT allowed for the recovery of approximately
51 MWh (Site #1) and 41 MWh (Site #2), i.e., 44.8% and 40.3% of the hydraulic energy,
respectively. At Site #1, the best PAT wasted the most energy (i.e., 47.9%) due to the throttle
control, and it mainly ran during daytime nearby its best efficiency point. Also, at Site #2,
the best PAT mainly operated during daytime nearby its best efficiency point, but 44% of
the energy was lost because of the throttle control.

Then, a second layout of installation, which comprised two PATs installed in parallel
and one bypass line, was also investigated. At each time step, the PAT in operation was
imposed to be the one that maximized the recovered energy. It was found that all best pairs
of PATs included the best single PAT, thus reinforcing the capability of the methodology
when a pair of PATs is employed.

At Site #1, the best pair of PATs only slightly increased energy recovery, which passed
from 51 MWh to 54 MWh. Thus, 46.9% of the available energy was recovered. In this
scenario, one PAT occasionally ran, and thus, the benefits of installing two PATs were
limited. At Site #2, the best pair of PATs increased energy recovery up to 50 MWh (i.e.,
49.3% of the available energy), as each PAT mainly operated during a specific time slot (i.e.,
daytime or nighttime). When operating, both PATs frequently ran nearby the respective
best efficiency point. Thus, the installation of two PATs was actually recommended.

Future analyses are planned to investigate both layouts of installation from an eco-
nomic point of view. In addition, energy recovery by means of speed control will also
be investigated.
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Nomenclature

D diameter
E energy
g gravitational acceleration
H head
N rotational speed
P power
PSI PAT–site index
Q flow rate
t time
η efficiency
ρ density
Subscripts
BEP best efficiency point
max maximum value
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mean mean value
P pump mode
r runaway condition
rec recovered
ref reference value
T turbine mode
un unexploited
Acronyms
BC Bypass Control
BEP Best Efficiency Point
PAT Pump As Turbine
PRV Pressure Reducing Valve
PSI PAT–Site Index
TC Throttle Control

Appendix A

Table A1. Pump/PAT characteristics and BEPs.

PUMP PAT

PAT # D [m] N [rpm] QBEP [L/s] HBEP [m] QBEP [L/s] HBEP [m] Ref.

1 0.160 600 2.96 1.36 5.01 3.80 [45]
2 0.160 900 3.98 2.95 5.99 5.51 [45]
3 0.125 600 2.86 0.96 7.04 4.62 [45]
4 0.160 1200 4.33 5.65 7.08 8.45 [45]
5 0.160 1500 5.95 8.04 9.07 13.22 [45]
6 0.200 1450 5.87 11.51 9.60 25.14 [23]
7 0.250 1450 6.76 19.57 9.63 37.17 [23]
8 0.125 1200 5.03 2.90 9.13 7.60 [45]
9 0.125 900 3.98 1.70 7.99 5.86 [45]
10 0.160 1800 6.97 11.53 11.02 19.47 [45]
11 0.315 1450 7.54 31.38 14.10 110.64 [23]
12 0.125 1800 5.97 7.18 11.05 11.66 [45]
13 0.160 2100 8.00 15.66 13.09 27.06 [45]
14 0.160 2400 9.97 19.48 15.00 35.38 [45]
15 0.125 600 5.49 0.76 9.02 1.39 [45]
16 0.125 1500 5.98 4.55 10.05 9.33 [45]
17 0.160 2700 10.96 24.92 16.02 41.14 [45]
18 0.125 2400 7.99 12.20 15.00 20.80 [45]
19 0.125 2100 7.02 9.40 13.10 15.92 [45]
20 0.335 1450 7.99 31.29 13.71 99.54 [23]
21 0.125 2700 9.00 15.34 16.03 23.99 [45]
22 0.125 900 7.96 1.64 13.98 3.20 [45]
23 0.160 1450 9.72 8.55 15.27 13.10 [23]
24 0.250 1450 18.58 17.97 23.01 32.66 [23]
25 0.125 1200 11.00 2.84 18.10 5.38 [45]
26 0.125 1500 13.86 4.28 21.95 7.72 [45]
27 0.125 1800 16.61 6.13 25.95 10.97 [45]
28 0.200 1450 23.28 12.07 31.25 17.56 [23]
29 0.125 2100 19.00 8.38 29.90 14.48 [45]
30 0.250 1450 26.77 19.70 33.15 30.15 [23]
31 0.220 1450 24.15 14.54 32.70 19.25 [23]
32 0.193 1450 14.00 10.00 21.00 14.70 [38]
33 0.125 2400 21.79 10.79 33.99 18.61 [45]
34 0.125 2700 24.47 13.68 39.23 24.69 [45]
35 0.269 1450 40.25 22.26 45.82 24.40 [44]
36 0.219 1450 41.68 13.78 50.33 17.29 [44]
37 0.160 1450 41.98 7.91 48.44 10.04 [23]
38 0.200 1450 41.68 12.96 50.00 18.83 [23]
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Table A1. Cont.

PUMP PAT

PAT # D [m] N [rpm] QBEP [L/s] HBEP [m] QBEP [L/s] HBEP [m] Ref.

39 0.185 1450 41.62 7.72 59.83 12.93 [44]
40 0.200 1450 70.04 13.99 76.09 11.22 [23]
41 0.400 800 60.21 17.59 76.18 22.11 [34]
42 0.400 1000 75.14 26.90 96.60 34.71 [34]
43 0.224 1050 72.36 5.41 94.39 8.42 [44]
44 0.400 1200 102.12 36.21 98.70 44.13 [34]
45 0.400 1520 129.79 56.90 107.07 57.30 [34]
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